Biblical Instrument Needlework Piano Bench Cover

Shirley Tatter, Havertown, Pennsylvania

MATERIALS:
1. Needlework canvas — size of the piano bench, allowing 4” extra all around to turn under
2. Persian Wool or DMC cotton perle (colors of your choice)
3. Needles (2, in case one is lost) to fit to size of the canvas
4. Needlework canvas markers in yarn colors you have selected

DIRECTIONS:
1. Draw the musical instruments pictured below onto the canvas in a collage form, enlarging them as needed, using graph paper or a copy machine
2. Try shading the instruments to deepen the design
3. Vary your stitches for maximum effect
4. Some instrument and color suggestions:

   **ABUB**: Bronze color. Small circles and center line, dark brown.

   **NEBEL**: Outline can be either brown to simulate wood or gold color thread to simulate a gold frame. The strings should be of a grey or black color.

   **TOF ZELZELIM**: Outline should be brown. Top, light brown to simulate dried animal skin.

   **SHOFAR**: Use shades of medium brown to tan. Use your imagination in shading.